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Presents a coherent and accessible historical account of the major phases of
British and American Twentieth-century criticism, from 'decadent' aestheticism to
feminist, decontsructonist and post-colonial theories. Special attention is given to
new perspectives on Shakesperean criticism, theories of the novel and models of
the literary canon. The book will help to define and account for the major
developments in literary criticism during this century exploring the full diversity
of critical work from major critics such as T S Eliot and F R Leavis to minor but
fascinating figures and critical schools. Unlike most guides to modern literary
theory, its focus is firmly on developments within the English speaking world.
William Sanday (1843-1920) is best known today perhaps for his editing of a now
classic work on the Synoptic Gospels and his co-authorship of a still-important
commentary on the book of Romans (ICC). However, this great Oxford scholar
also produced a large number of other important books and other writings. This
volume, the first in the new Trinity Academic Press sub-series, Classics in Biblical
and Theological Studies, gathers together in an accessible form a number of
Sanday's important articles in the areas of method, language and exegesis. In the
section on method, Sanday has articles on biblical criticism and interpretation.
His writings on language include his responses in his dispute with A. Roberts. The
section on exegesis touches on interpretation of the parables, understanding the
son of man, issues in Acts 15, and, perhaps most importantly, his dispute with W.
Ramsay. This is an important collection of essays by an important but now
unfortunately often overlooked scholar of a previous generation.
This collection of essays by Rudolph Arnheim (film criticism, U. of Michigan)
explores film theory, criticism, and many classic films from the silent and early
sound period (the 1920s and early 1930s). The majority of essays included in this
collection were written and published in Berlin during the Weimar Republic, and
have been translated into English for the first time. Arnheim argues that up until
1930, film artists created pure forms of cinema crafted with a narrative economy
which could unify the most varied of effects. As movies became more realistic
looking due to technical advances, cinema began to lose its integrity and viability.
Paper edition (unseen), $18.95. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Literary Research and Irish Literature: Strategies & Sources explores primary
and secondary research resources relevant to the study of Irish literary authors,
works, genres, and history. Sources covered include general literary research
guides; union library catalogs; print and online bibliographies; manuscripts and
archives; microfilm and digitization projects; scholarly journals; periodicals,
newspapers, and reviews; and electronic and Web resources. To ease comparison
and evaluation of references, each chapter addresses how to choose and utilize
research methods and tools to yield the most relevant information. This guide also
examines the strengths and weaknesses of core and specialized electronic and
print research tools and standard search techniques and_when
appropriate_covers the historical and cultural contexts and usability issues of
unique reference sources. This volume, number 5 in the series, raises trenchant
issues in Irish literary scholarship, such as the problem of defining what Irish
literature is; gaps in criticism and secondary literature devoted to Irish literature;
neglected areas of scholarly inquiry, including Irish literature by women and
lesser-known writers; and the rewards of interdisciplinary research. It concludes
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with a brief consideration of a scenario illustrating how a scholar might use
strategies and sources covered in the text to solve a research problem.
Strategies and Sources
Shakespeare's Comedies and the Audience in the Theater
Comedy, an Annotated Bibliography of Theory and Criticism
Essays in Criticism and Critical Theory
Volume 1
Landmark Essays on American Public Address

First published in 2002. This volume is part of the New Accent
series looking at English and popular culture, language, policy,
fiction and democracy. Each volume in the series will seek to
encourage rather than resist the process of change; to stretch
rather than reinforce the boundaries that currently define
literature and its academic study.
First Published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
This volume, the ninth in the series of The Variorum Edition of
the Poetry of John Donne, presents newly edited critical texts
of 25 love lyrics. Based on an exhaustive study of the
manuscripts and printed editions in which these poems have
appeared, Volume 4.2 details the genealogical history of each
poem, accompanied by a thorough prose discussion, as well as
a General Textual Introduction of the Songs and Sonets
collectively. The volume also presents a comprehensive digest
of the commentary on these Songs and Sonets from Donne's
time through 1999. Arranged chronologically within sections,
the material for each poem is organized under various
headings that complement the volume's companions, Volume
4.1 and Volume 4.3.
Literary Research and British Postmodernism is a guide for
researchers of postwar British literature that defines best
practices for scholars conducting research in this period.
Individual chapters connect the complex relationships between
print and multimedia, technological advancements, and the
influence of critical theory that converge in postwar British
literature.
English and Englishness
Chaucers Squires Tale, Franklins Tale, and Physicians Tale
Laughter, Pain, and Wonder
Essays and Criticism on Art
A Guide to the Criticism, 1925-1978
The Songs and Sonets: Part 2: Texts, Commentary, Notes, and
Glosses
This book is an anthology of landmark essays in rhetorical criticism. In historical usage, a landmark marks
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a path or a boundary; as a metaphor in social and intellectual history, landmark signifies some act or event
that marks a significant achievement or turning point in the progress or decline of human effort. In the
history of an academic discipline, the historically established senses of landmark are mixed together, jostling
to set out and protect the turfmarkers of academic specialization; aligning footnotes to signify the beacons
that have guided thought and, against these "conservative" tendencies, attempting to contribute fresh insights
that tempt others along new trails. The editor has chosen essays for this collection that give some sense of the
history of rhetorical criticism in this century, especially as it has been practiced in the discipline of speech
communication. He also emphasizes materials that may illustrate where the discipline conceives itself to be
going -- how it has marked its boundaries; how it has established beacons to invite safety or warn us from
the rocks; and how it has sought to preserve a tradition by subjecting it to constant revision and struggle. In
the hope of providing some coherence, the scope of this collection is limited to rhetorical criticism as it has
been practiced and understood within the discipline of speech communication in North America in this
century.
In literary theory, the philosophy of law, and the sociology of knowledge, no issue has been more central to
current debate than the status of our interpretations. Do they rest on a ground of rationality or are they
subjective impositions of a merely personal point of view? In Doing What Comes Naturally, Stanley Fish
refuses the dilemma posed by this question and argues that while we can never separate our judgments from
the contexts in which they are made, those judgments are nevertheless authoritative and even, in the only
way that matters, objective. He thus rejects both the demand for an ahistorical foundation, and the
conclusion that in the absence of such a foundation we reside in an indeterminate world. In a succession of
provocative and wide-ranging chapters, Fish explores the implications of his position for our understanding
of legal, literary, and psychoanalytic interpretation, the nature of professional and institutional culture, and
the place of reason in a world that is rhetorical through and through.
The author, a 1999 National Book Award finalist, presents a collection of critical essays, articles, and
reviews.
This fascinating study explores the imagination, life and work of Edward Thomas (1878-1917).
An Annotated Bibliography of Books and Articles in English, 1916-1965
Criticism and Literary Theory 1890 to the Present
American and British Poetry
Volume 5
Landscape, Literature and English Religious Culture, 1660-1800
The Literary Criticism of F. R. Leavis

This work's chief aim is to restore to readers, performers, and audiences the
richness and vitality of Shakespeare's comedies. Richman explores the way in which
a reader's relations to Shakespeare's literary texts differ from those of the relations
between performers of Shakespeare's works and their audiences. Richman also
examines the forms of humor and empathy that Shakespeare's comedies elicit.
At first glance A Guide to English Literature may seem to be no more than a short
bibliography of English literature with perhaps rather more extensive--and certainly
more outspoken--comments on the principal editions, commentaries, biographies,
and critical works than bibliographies usually provide. But it is something more: this
guide contains long ""inter-chapters"" that provide reinterpretations of the principal
periods of English literature in the light of modern research, as well as two final
sections summarizing in unusual detail the literary criticism that exists in English
and recent scholarship in the field. The purpose of this book, then, is to provide the
reader with convenient access to a disciplined study of the texts themselves.This
guide proposes itself as a new kind of literary history. The conventional history of
literature has often tended to become a substitute for the reading of the literature it
describes: the better the history, the greater the temptation to substitute it. The
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present combination of reading lists and inter-chapters cannot be a substitute for
anything else. Meaningless as literature in themselves, they nevertheless provide
the necessary preliminary information to meaningful reading. Since oddities of
arrangement derive from these assumptions, the authors are not arranged
alphabetically. Instead there are chronological compartments--with the divisions
circa 1500, 1650, and 1800--in which authors succeed each other in the order of
their births.This pioneering handbook is primarily a bibliographical laborsaving
device. It is meant mostly for students and the general reader in that it stops where
original research by the reader is expected to begin. However, the last chapter on
literary scholarship is devoted specifically to the research specialist and provides
indispensable equipment for the reader. There is also a general section on literary
criticism which will be of use to all.
This volume traces the historical evolution of American academic thought
concerning public address -- what it is, how it ought to be studied, and what can be
learned by engaging rhetorical texts in an analytical fashion. To begin, one must
distinguish among three separate but interrelated uses of the term "public address"
-- as practice, theory, and criticism. The essays in this volume represent landmarks
in the literal sense of that term -- they are marks on the intellectual landscape that
indicate where scholars and ideas have passed, and in that passing left a mark for
future generations. It is appropriate to revisit the landmarks that have set public
address off as a field of study and it allows readers to remember the struggles that
have led to the current situation. Most of the authors of the following chapters are
deceased, but their ideas live on -- transformed, adapted, modified, rejected, and
reborn. The scholarly dialectic continues. What constitutes a study in public
address, how best to approach rhetorical texts, which analytical tools are required
for the job, how best to balance text with context and what role ought theory to play
in the conduct or outcome of critical inquiry -- these questions live on. To answer
them at all is to engender debate and that is how it should be if the intellectual
vitality of public address is to be maintained. The papers are a prolegomenon to
such studies, for they mark where scholars have been and point the way to where
they still must go.
A collection of the author's works on criticism in the subjects of poetry, literature,
art, and culture
Theories of Criticism
The Cambridge Paperback Guide to Literature in English
Doing Things with Texts
A Guide to English Literature
Change, Rhetoric, and the Practice of Theory in Literary & Legal Studies
The Critical Wager
A comprehensive analysis and assessment of the many strands of Leavis's work,
emphasising the basic unity of his ideas.
A comprehensive overview of the modern critical tradition in the early twentieth
century, first published in 2000.
An annotated bibliography describing editing and critical works on three of
Chaucer's tales. The authors make extensive use of the standard bibliographies of
English literature, medieval studies, and Chaucerian studies.
Landscape, Literature and English Religious Culture, 1660-1800 offers a powerful
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revisionist account of the intellectual significance of landscape descriptions
during the 'long' Eighteenth-century. Landscape has long been a major arena for
debate about the nature of Eighteenth-century English culture; this book surveys
those debates and offers a provocative new account. Mayhew shows that
describing landscape was a religiously contested practice, and that different
theological positions led differing authors to different descriptive approaches.
Landscape description, then, shows English intellectual life still in the grips of a
Christian and classical mentality in the 'long' Eighteenth-century.
Doing What Comes Naturally
Essays in Criticism
Encyclopedia of the Essay
Comparative Criticism: Volume 9, Cultural Perceptions and Literary Values
Essays and Criticism
The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism: Volume 7, Modernism and the New
Criticism

The ninth volume of this annual journal continues the
consideration of the relations of European with non-European
literatures begun in volume 8. It brings the series of
special bibliographies on the history of comparative
literary studies in the UK up to 1965, and contains the
annual bibliography of comparative literature, covering
1984.
The latest volume in the Chaucer Bibliographies series,
meticulously assembled by Kenneth Bleeth, is the most
comprehensive record of scholarship on Chaucer's Squire's
Tale, Franklin's Tale, and Physician's Tale.
Listing and commenting on almost 2700 items, the work
provides the only annotated bibliography of a major
contemporary author that is virtually complete. Includes
three indexes.
Presents a collection of previously published essays, book
introductions, literary criticism, and lectures from the
1990s
The Poetry of Charles Tomlinson
Literary Research and British Postmodernism
Film Essays and Criticism
Samuel Johnson and Languages of Natural Description
Necessary Distance
Literary Research and Irish Literature
Since the death of Dylan Thomas in 1953, British poetry has been influenced largely by two
contrasting poets -- Philip Larkin and Ted Hughes -- each attracting partisan admirers and
imitators and each, by this time, granted deserved prominence in the mainstream of English
poetic tradition.
This book is designed to introduce readers to the language of contemporary rhetorical studies.
The book format is an alphabetized glossary (with appropriate cross listings) of key terms and
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concepts in contemporary rhetorical studies. An introductory chapter outlines the definitional
ambiguities of the central concept of rhetoric itself. The primary emphasis is on the
contemporary tradition of rhetorical studies as it has emerged in the discipline of speech
communication. Each entry in the glossary ranges in length from a few paragraphs to a short
essay of a few pages. Where appropriate, examples are provided to further illustrate the term or
concept. Each entry will be accompanied by a list of references and additional readings to direct
the reader to other materials of possible interest.
An A-Z work with concise entries on all aspects of literature in English.
A hefty one-volume reference addressing various facets of the essay. Entries are of five types: 1)
considerations of different types of essay, e.g. moral, travel, autobiographical; 2) discussions of
major national traditions; 3) biographical profiles of writers who have produced a significant
body of work in the genre; 4) descriptions of periodicals important for their publication of
essays; and 5) discussions of some especially significant single essays. Each entry includes
citations for further reading and cross references. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Sourcebook on Rhetoric
Essays in Biblical Criticism and Exegesis
More Matter
A Quarterly Journal of Literary Criticism. Ed. : F. W. Bateson. Vol. I, N° 1, January 1951
The Imagination of Edward Thomas
An Annotated Bibliography, 1900 to 2005
No descriptive material is available for this title.
"Fresh, well-written, and readable (often witty). Delivers on the integration of the
concerns of literary and rhetorical-linguistic theory, practical literary criticism, cultural
criticism, and educational theory. Particularly valuable is the way Adams manages to
present an attractively capacious and coherent model for literary criticism and the
curriculum at the same time.” –Gerald Graff, Northwestern University In this collection
of essays written over the last decade, Adams moves from the initial statement about
his reading of William Blake through a series of critical essays covering such writers as
Blake, Yeats, Joyce, and Byron and various theoretical topics, to a final group devoted
to education issues. Theory and practice are joined in essays treating specific writers
and general problems such as the critical constitution of the literary text, titles, and
canons. From what Adams calls a neo-Blakean perspective, the essays deliberately
relate matters of criticism and literary theory to questions about education policy. “I
have always regarded my critical endeavors as closely related to and informing and
informed by my teaching,” Adams writes in the preface, where he also defines his use
of the term antithetical as “the uncategorical ethical other that is literary.” This work
manifests the relationship between one of Adams's academic specializations—Blake and
his tradition—and his thoughts on the academic institution. We see the personality of the
critic, his theories, and his practical suggestions for curriculum elaborated in a way that
is mutually illuminating across the conventional compartmentalizations of academic
experience. Thus Blake's poetry serves less as an object of study than as a resource for
thinking about literatyre and the discipline of literature study. The result is a thoughtprovoking cohesion of linguistic theory, practical literary and cultural criticism, and
liberating educational theory. Hazard Adams is Byron W. and Alice L. Lockwood
Professor of Humanities at the University of Washington. He has been a Gugenheim
Fellow and cofounder of the School of Criticism and Theory and is the author of Critical
Theory Since 1965, Philospohy of the Literary Symbolic, Joyce Cary's Trilogies: Pursuit
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of the Particular Real, and The Book of Yeats's Poems.
A reference guide to world literature in English includes information on writers, works,
genres, and movements.
Antithetical Essays in Literary Criticism and Liberal Education
Reader's Guide to Literature in English
A Half-century of Eliot Criticism
The Variorum Edition of the Poetry of John Donne, Volume 4.2
Essays on Criticism and the Architecture of Ideology
The Cambridge Guide to Literature in English
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